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King’s Somborne Playing Field and Recreation Ground Charity 

Meeting – Monday 9th January 2023 – approx. 20:50 – Epworth Hall 

Agenda Meeting Notes – Item 6 – Burger Van 

Correspondence has been received from three residents, providing concern and suggestions regarding 

the siting of a Burger Van on the Recreation Ground Carpark, initially for a trial on 14th December 2022.  

Comments regarding smell, noise and lighting have been subdivided as concerns “prior” and findings 

“during”:  

Smell:  

• Resident 3 – Prior: During a prolonged power cut a burger van was sited to the rear of our row of 

properties by the electricity company.  The generator used by the van was extremely noise and the 

smell of hot fat, cooking burgers and onions was, at times, overpowering in adjacent homes.  As it 

was an emergency one can be tolerant of such things, however, on a regular basis it would not be 

acceptable.   

 

• Gourmet Burgers – Prior: we are hoping that in consideration of the location parked any cooking 

smell disturbing local residents will be minimal. 

 

• Resident 1 – During: Significant smell of burgers being cooked.   Noticeable in the house, even 

without the windows open. Concerned that when the windows are open the smell will be much 

worse. 

 

• Resident 2 – During:  Surprisingly pungent.  With no windows open, I couldn’t smell it in the house, 

but outside it was strong.  This could be an issue in the warmer months when we wish to be outside. 

When people barbeque in their gardens, it doesn’t last 4 hours.  

 

• Resident 3 – During: Cooking smells were evident in and around our home.  

  

Noise:  

• Resident 3 – Prior: The houses at this end are also closer to the fence than the other end and noise 

from an engine running is very intrusive and disturbing.  

 

• Gourmet Burgers – Prior: A generator is required in the winter, but we have deliberately purchased 

one of the quietest on the market and will keep it inside the van to mitigate noise as much as 

possible.  

 

• Resident 1 – During: Less than expected, but quite noticeable from the resident’s garden. 

 

• Resident 2 – During: When walking in the vicinity I was not aware of any noise from it.  

 

• Resident 3 – During: The generator sound was evident but not too intrusive. 

 

Lighting:  

• Resident 3 – Prior: There is no public lighting in this area, so during the winter period additional 

lighting, presumably provided by the van itself, will be necessary.  Unless a power supply is to be 

made available, it seems probable that a generator will be required or the van’s engine left running 

which will add to noise and exhaust pollution, which is not environmentally sound.  

 

• Gourmet Burgers – Prior: The lighting used is low level down-lighting so should not be a 

disturbance to residents.  
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Litter:  

• Resident 3 – What provision will be made for the disposal of packaging?  Concern that the waste 

bin by the bottle bank is somewhat small for such usage.  

 

Location: 

• Resident 2 – Prior: The carpark is narrow at the Scout Hut end; people park at all times to recycle, 

and it also gets busy at times the scout club is used.  I presume it will be sited towards the village 

hall, as there is more space there and it will be less intrusive to the houses that back onto the 

parking area. Isn’t there a site that would be less intrusive for residents?  How about using the bus 

stop further along the Romsey Road?  There would be space there for a van and people to stop in 

cars.  Or outside the church? 

 

• Resident 1 – During: Believe inappropriate to have a burger van parked anywhere in a relatively 

small carpark, which on summer Wednesdays is often completely full with cricketers, footballers 

and members of the Somborne Society.  

 

• Resident 3 – During: The siting of the van opposite the telephone exchange buildings was as far 

away from homes that could be managed, within the constraints of the location. The position of the 

van, with people in front of it, restricted access to the larger parking area when entering from the 

village hall access road and driving to the exit beyond.  It also removed a number of parking places.  

 

• Resident 3 – During: It was observed that most, if not all, of the purchasers came by car, which isn’t 

an environmentally sustainable service. Whilst appreciating the Parish Council’s desire to react to 

a request from a small number of parishioners, I wonder where they live relative to the location of 

the burger van?  As far as I am aware there are none in the immediate vicinity.  If the usage is 

coming from elsewhere in our community might not a street trading licence at a location within 

walking distance be a more appropriate and sustainable solution, as is the case with the Fish and 

Chip van? 

 

Comparisons to Pizza Van: 

• Resident 1 – Prior: The pizza van was quiet, didn’t smell and was hardly ever here.  This was cited 

as a comparison, which I feel to be an inaccurate comparison.  

 

Appearance of Van:  

• Resident 2 – During: An attractive van. 

 

Frequency:  

• Resident 3: Please can you clarify the frequency.  I noticed a discrepancy between the e-mails of 

the Clerk and Chair.  Whether weekly or monthly?  Whether the second Wednesday or Thursday?   

 

Permissions for use of the Recreation Ground:  

• Resident 3: Is the regular siting of a retail food operation consistent with the current permissions for 

use of the Recreation Ground, either within the Deed of Trust or in the TVBC definition for this 

parcel of land?  Might it be appropriate for TVBC Planning to be consulted?  I have also written to 

Cllr Tony Ward on this point.  

 

• Cllr Ward to Resident 3: I can confirm that on the issue of consent (i.e., street trading consent 

administered by Environmental Health), if the vehicle is on private land with the landowner’s 
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permission and so long as the site of the vehicle at the location is more than 10 metres from the 

street, then street trading consent is not required.  However, going forward, should the business 

cause undue noise, odour or light then an objection could be raised with TVBC, Environmental 

Health, and they would investigate.  

 

• Council’s Solicitor in respect to the Deed of Dedication – Further to Resident three’s question:  

 

The primary use of the property is as a playing field and recreation ground.  The Deed of Dedication 

requires Fields in Trust to be informed of any proposals to erect any buildings or structures within 

the overall purpose of a public playing field and recreation ground, and to seek the consent of Fields 

in Trust for any buildings or structures outside the permitted uses.    

 

I do not think that a burger van is the type of structure that is envisaged under the Deed of 

Dedication and unfortunately, the Deed itself does not deal with any temporary vehicles.  I don’t 

think that this falls within the provisions of the Deed which require consent.  I do think however, that 

there is a responsibility on the Council to inform Fields in Trust of the proposal, even though I do 

not think their consent is required.   

 

Given the other uses of the premises including the village fete and the use of the carpark by some 

of the neighbours, I would have thought that they were potentially in breach of the Deed if a 

temporary burger van was deemed to be so.  I would suggest that you advise Fields in Trust of the 

proposal.   

 

Impact on other businesses:  

• Resident 3: I wonder if the Parish Council, in supporting a gourmet burger van, has considered the 

possible adverse impact of such trading upon the business of the Crown and its “Crown Burgers” 

and take-away service?  Have they been consulted?  One could imagine that they might be none 

too pleased with the Parish Council supporting a business which might undermine their own at a 

particularly challenging time when there is no compelling need to do so, but, perhaps, they would 

welcome the competition.  Might it be prudent to ask them? 

 


